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Using emotional rather than rational reactions: can fiction help

Ask someone in the street about nuclear events, Tchernobyl will come first.
But I am sure that the accident that is the center of the action in the
"Chinese syndrome", a fiction produced for the cinema by Columbia with
the support of Jane Fonda, is better known than the one that occured
nearly at the same time in Three Mile Island reactor. This film can be seen
nearly every year on TV in Europe and always creates some emotion.

If the film "Karen Silkwood" is programmed, on illegal actions in a
plutonium fuel fabrication plant, ramatizing on the basis a some real
facts, our activities are again questionned. We can advocate for months in
the schools with perfect documents, unluckily when Gerard De Villiers
distributes on the counter of all book retailers, in the railway stations, etc,
a book with the title "Alerte Plutonium", anxiety on this product is raised
in many more minds than the ones we hopefully educated.

There are many books with nuclear questions as the central subject: most of
them are based on nuclear black-mail or the life after the bomb. But there
also are a number of them which concern nuclear plants. "We almost lost
Detroit" (John Fuller) or the novels on Tchernobyl, are novelizing on the
basis of real facts. "Sahara" (Clive Cussler) is a romantic and fascinating
thriller around a hidden nuclear wastes disposal place. I have many more
of those in my collection. In most of them, the nuclear people are the
villains.

In comic strips like "L'Ankou" (Spirou) or TV serials like "The Simpsons",
the nuclear power plant employees are stupid and agressive.

Some other writers like PD James in "Devices and Desires", or Michel
Corentin and Gil Lacq in "L'energie d'un fol espoir" have nuclear plant
managers among the heroes of their plot, and they give a realistic view of
the nuclear world, although not really positive.
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The days have changed from the time Jules Verne described the technical
progress with such enthusiasm that many young people decided to make a
career in science and technology. Presently the point is not anymore to
show the nuclear engineers or scientists as perfect heroes, or pretend that
all is well in perfect nuclear installations. The interesting aspect of a good
fiction would be more to make these premices and people positively
familiar.

A good example of such a book, is "Overload" (Arthur Hailey): the subject is
the delayed licensing of a large coal power plant and its consequences, a
dramatic blackout. Nick Goldman, vice president and spokesman for the
utilities fighting to build this plant, is far from perfect and gets into trouble
for saying openly what he thinks about his opponents. The message reaches
the reader without having to explain at length; it is more emotional than
rational. It is efficient. A pity that it was never made into a film for TV or
cinema.

This autumn, I have published a book titled "The Syndrome M": it is a
thriller anticipating the anxieties that are coming with the year 2000. It is
not about nuclear energy but much of the action takes places in a nuclear
power plant. It shows interesting aspects of this installation without being
didactic. And most of the nuclear people involved are shown as responsible
knowledgeable actors. The story is such that it could be a good scenario for
a TV serial; possibly.

By next february I will have the first reactions of the public. The book will
have been on sale for four months, including Christmas time: a good time
for evaluation of its impact.

I have read two other fictions which have been published this summer with
nuclear activities as the central subject. One is the second edition, in
paperback, of a book first published twenty years ago for the youth:
"L'energie d'un fol espoir", by Nfichel Corentin and Gil Lacq, the story of an
engineer who desperatly wants more time to test his new nuclear fuel. The
other is the revised edition of "Les cendres de Superphenix" (originally
published in 1988 in Switzerland to support movements against this
reactor) where Jacques Neyrinck a swiss professor emeritus, describes the
catastrophic impacts of the reactor explosion.

The reaction of the press and the public to these books will complete my
case study and I hope it will convince all of us that fiction publishing is an
efficient "advertising" media.
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